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Scalable oversight



Scalable oversight

• How can we oversee superhuman systems?


• Hard to study because we don’t have systems that do this broadly yet, and 
how would we know if we were succeeding?


• But important study before we get to that point!


• Scalable oversight: the ability to provide reliable supervision—in the form of 
labels, reward signals, or critiques—to models in a way that will remain 
effective past the point that models start to achieve broadly human-level 
performance

Bowman, Samuel R., et al. "Measuring progress on scalable oversight for large 
language models." arXiv preprint arXiv:2211.03540 (2022).



Sandwiching



Example scalable oversight techniques
• Debate (Irving 2018): Two AI agents debate for a fixed number of rounds and then human judges which 

agent made a better argument (or can be a single agent playing both roles).


• Market making (Hubinger 2020): Similar to debate, but tries to find an equilibrium strategy where a perfect 
debate adversary can no longer affect the human’s opinion.


• Iterative amplification (Christiano 2018): 

Geoffrey Irving, Paul Christiano, and Dario Amodei. 2018. AI safety via debate. 
arXiv preprint. arXiv:1805.00899.

Evan Hubinger. 2020. AI safety via market making. AI Alignment Forum

Paul Christiano. 2018. Iterative Amplification. AI Alignment Forum



MMLU: Measuring massive multitask language understanding

Hendrycks, Dan, et al. "Measuring massive multitask language understanding." 
arXiv preprint arXiv:2009.03300 (2020).



QuALITY: Question Answering with Long Input Texts, Yes!

Pang, Richard Yuanzhe, et al. "QuALITY: Question answering with long input texts, 
yes!." arXiv preprint arXiv:2112.08608 (2021).



Data collection



Data collection



Results



Qualitative results (MMLU)
• Participants learned to largely trust the model’s presentation of facts but to distrust long chains of 

reasoning and (especially) arithmetic operations


• Participants found it helpful to ask the model for many specific facts and term definitions before 
asking for holistic help with the question.


• Participants found that the model will reliably update its assumptions in response to corrections. 
This allows it to continue to be helpful when participants spot and correct a reasoning error, but 
also causes it to be overly deferential at times, going along with participant misunderstandings.


• Participants found it helpful to ask the model about each answer choice as a separate true–false 
question (with a reset after each) to spot any uncertainty or inconsistency in the model’s reasoning


• Participants found it helpful to ask for explicit reasoning, often closely mirroring chain-of-thought 
prompting. 



Qualitative results (QuALITY)

• Participants used the model as a tool to find relevant quotes in the passage


• Participants found that even non-quoted responses can often be verified, 
usually by searching the story for keywords that the model brings up. 


• Participants found it helpful to ask questions that explicitly presuppose any 
relevant information that they have already confirmed to be true.


• Participants found the model more helpful for factual questions than 
questions of interpretation.



Constitutional AI: Goals

• Helpfulness and harmlessness are in tension — a helpful agent answers 
malicious questions and a a harmless agent is evasive and unhelpful.


• Goal: create a helpful and harmless agent that is never evasive.


• Support transparency by writing down training goals explicitly in a 
constitution.


• Also use chain-of-thought reasoning to make AI decision making explicit 
during training.


• Train an AI agent that, when declining to help, engages and explains why.



Constitutional AI Bai, Yuntao, et al. "Constitutional AI: Harmlessness from AI feedback." arXiv 
preprint arXiv:2212.08073 (2022).



Constitutional AI Bai, Yuntao, et al. "Constitutional AI: Harmlessness from AI feedback." arXiv 
preprint arXiv:2212.08073 (2022).



Constitutional AI



Results



Are critiques necessary?



Size of constitution?


